
IMPORTANT DATES 

 
Melbourne Cup Public Holiday 
Tuesday 6th November 
 
School Council  
Monday 22nd October 
Monday 19th November 
Monday 10th December 
 
School Disco 
9th of November 
 
2019 Day 
19th of December  
 
Last Day of Term 4 
Friday 21st of December 
(1:30pm dismissal) 
 

As we continue another wonderful term of learning at Glen Waverley Primary School, 

our newsletter aims to guide purposeful transfer of learning intentions. We are lucky 

to have learners that are interested and hungry to learn, it is fantastic to hear the 

thinking and learning they continue to do beyond school hours. 

What Went Well? 

• Our Sustainability focussed excursion to St.Kilda pier sparked our learners’ curiosi-

ty and thirst for knowledge around how they can lead their own value based ac-

tions. They transferred this learning into our classroom by being mindful of the 

straws they use, collecting soft plastics and continuing sustainability conversations. 

• Level 4 has a rich focus on collaboration this term. Collaboration is a life-long skill 

that we would like to set the children up with. It has been fantastic to witness the 

shift in mindsets as our children make deliberate and mindful interactions with 

each other.  

• Readiness for learning. It is clear that our children have had a safe and restful 

break and it has been incredible to hear the experiences they have had. Our learn-

ers investigated various factors that influence our readiness to think, sleeping for 8

-10 hours every night is a core component. 



 

Semester 2 Reports 

In Level 4, we have been focussing on children having agency over their 

own achievements, progression and goals. As we think forward to reports 

being released, we thought it might be a great idea to share best practice 

around these exciting documents. 

Reports are a document that stimulate and promote conversation; a form 

of reflection. Time within the school year passes so quickly we envision 

reports as a time to take a deliberate pause.  

• Have the children read their reports to a parent, guardian or family 

member.  

• Ask them curious, positive and open-ended questions; 

This shared document is best read aloud by the child to those 

that they trust. We would love to hear feedback on how 

this reflective learning process develops in your home.  

Social Emotional Reflective Metacognitive 

How do you feel about this? What would you change? What would you like to make a goal? 

Reading out loud lights 

up a range of areas in 

your brain creating rich 

connections from left 

brain to right brain! 



In Term Four, our mathematics curriculum has begun 

with reviewing our ‘Learning Norms’ to set our learners 

up for success with classroom learning conditions for the remainder of the term.  

As we progress through the term at an increasing pace, we will be consolidating our problem solving skills 

in line with the four operations, fractions, decimals and percentages. It is important for our learners to de-

velop their problem solving skills, as these can be transferred into real-life contexts seamlessly for solution-

based thinking. We have already identified a need for teaching rich math language when decoding ques-

tions that are written differently to our expectation. This is where we are building learners to transfer their 

mathematics skills to a variety of applications. 

In addition, we will also have a measurement focus, connected to our Inquiry focus of ‘Physical science in 

design making’, which will involve an exploration of different units of measurement within the metric sys-

tem. 

Maths Talks will continue to be embedded into our mathematics curriculum, which will allow our learners 

to apply the skills they have developed throughout the year into a collaboratively rich setting.  

Level Four’s Social Emotional focus for Term Four will be Resilience 

and Persistence. Students will therefore learn to persevere and display 

increased tenacity in the face of everyday challenges. Focused Social 

Emotional lessons will are taught every week with learning intentions 

and success criteria directly linked to Victorian Curriculum and our You 

Can Do It keys to success. Our students will be transferring their new 

learning through collaborative experiences in our Inquiry unit, outdoor 

playtime and throughout their learning day.  Students will also devel-

op personalised learning goals to further support and challenge their 

knowledge and skills. 

At home we encourage you to do the following; 

*Encourage your children to share their self-talk with you during chal-

lenging tasks. 

*Celebrate your children’s successes in regards to situations where 

they have displayed resilience and/or persistence (for example at 

sport, school or in the home). 

*Create open dialogue around challenges you face and strategies you 

can use to overcome these on a daily basis.  

 



 

 

This Term in Writing, our passionate Literacy learners will delve into strategic thinking while exploring persuasive, proce-

dural and free choice writing.  

To begin Literacy this term, we are learning how to create Procedural Texts. We will be investigating language features 

of Procedural Texts during reading so that we can transfer our learning into writing. Parents can support our learners by 

looking at the Procedural Texts that students are creating in their home learning books, provide them positive feedfor-

ward. During this term we will also be focussing Persuasive Writing with a strong focus on analysing and structuring par-

agraphs. We aim to see strong opinions on topics that are backed up with supporting details in the form of paragraphs in 

Writing. 

We are planning our spelling unit around supporting our learners on their personalised growth point. We continue to 

build on our whole school approach of spelling inquiry investigating the phonology, morphology and etymology of 

words. We will begin our learning journey with a focus on unaccented final syllables (er, or, ar, our, ure) and affixes 

(prefix and suffix of words) this term to help our learners build accuracy.  

 

This Term, Level Four will be exploring  

The key to deep learning is building rich connection across 

learning and life. The learners will be linking their Literacy and 

Mathematics to their learning about physical sciences that 

they can locate within our world through design.  

We will  be inquiring into the question ‘How Physical Science 
is used in Design?’ through the lens of Heat and Engineering. 
Heat can be produced in many ways and can move from one 
object to another; a change in temperature of an object is 
related to the gain or loss of heat by the object.  

Students will be using their Critical and Creative Thinking skills 
to design a product that will meet a real-world need. This will 
allow our students to transfer their learning  towards how 
they can use resources to make sustainable bedding for 
homeless people.  

Students will also be investigating different ways heat is pro-
duced, conducted and transferred. At home, parents and 
guardians can engage your child in conversations around the 
different types of objects or utensils around the household 
and its purpose and connection with heat. Looking forward to 
all the wonderful learning! 

 

 

 As a means of further engaging the 
children with their learning, they have 
personalised learning goals in Reading, 
Writing, Maths and Social-Emotional 
(Wellbeing). The Level Four Team en-
courage all parents to ask their chil-
dren to elaborate on their learning 
goals regularly with a particular focus 
on how the goal was developed on 
their learning pit, the progress they 
are making towards achieving their 
goals and what their child think their 
next goal may be.   
 
In Level 4, every learner has a per-
sonalised learning pit chart which is 
used as a reflective tool to track our 
learning goals and growth. 


